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about us
and our hostels

We’re a group of four Portuguese friends from the city
of Cartaxo, about a 45 minute drive from Lisbon. Back in
2005 we were all pursuing different careers in art - two
of us in photography, one in architecture, and another in
painting. But one fateful night over a few glasses of red
wine we decided to take a different path together and
open the first hostel in Lisbon, the Lisbon Lounge Hostel.
Not too long afterwards we opened a bigger hostel just
around the corner, the Living Lounge Hostel.
From the very beginning we tried to avoid turning the
hostels into bed factories. Instead we focused on creating an environment where we would also feel comfortable
hanging out, meeting travellers and sharing stories.
We’re now getting close to a decade in the hostel business, and looking back it’s been nothing short of life
changing for all four of us. We knew it would be a fun venture but we never could have expected to meet so many
fascinating people and have so many great experiences,
just from opening our doors to the world outside.
We hope this guide helps you get a leg up on what to do in
Lisbon. We’ll continue updating it throughout the year with
more tips and useful information. For anything else, our
reception is always open and we’re happy to help.
Looking forward to welcoming you to Lisbon!
Valter, Natacha, Inês and Mário
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how to
get here

lisbon lounge
and living lounge
Both of our hostels are located near each other in the
historic centre of Lisbon, the Baixa Pombalina. They are
easily accessible by metro, bus or taxi.

LISBON LOUNGE HOSTEL
Rua de São Nicolau, 41
Phone: 21 346 2061
See on Google Maps

LIVING LOUNGE HOSTEL
Rua do Crucifixo 116, 2nd floor
Phone: 21 346 1078
See on Google Maps
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getting here by
metro

getting here by
aerobus

By using the Lisbon metro you can travel from all the main
transport hubs, including the airport, to the hostel. It’s
generally the cheapest way to get here.

The Aerobus runs regularly from the airport to Rossio
Square, near the hostel. It is slightly more expensive than
the metro but can be a little bit faster, depending on the
time of day. The ticket is also valid for 24 hours, and works
on some of the trams.

Take the metro to the station Baixa-Chiado - it’s where
the green line and the blue line meet. When you get to
the station, check the signs and make sure you take the
exit marked “Rua do Crucifixo”. From there it depends on
which hostel you are staying:
If you’re at the Living Lounge: Exit the station and make
an immediate left on Rua do Crucifixo. The hostel is towards the end of the street, on your right (Number 116).
If you’re at the Lisbon Lounge: Exit the station and make
an immediate right on Rua do Crucifixo. Walk down this
street and make the next left on Rua de São Nicolau.
The hostel is five blocks down this street, on your right
(Number 41).

When you arrive at Rossio Square (it should be announced by the driver, double check if there are any
doubts) you will take two different paths depending on the
hostel you have booked at.
If you’re at the Living Lounge: In the square find Rua
Aurea (a street with traffic on it leading towards the river)
and walk down it. Take the second street on the right, Rua
Assunção, follow it around the corner and you’ll be on our
street, Rua do Crucifixo. The hostel is on your left.
If you’re at the Lisbon Lounge: In the square find Rua Augusta (the main pedestrian street with a large arch at the
end) and walk in the direction of the river. Take the fourth
street on the left (Rua de São Nicolau). Our hostel is just
over a block down this street on your right.
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getting here by
taxi
If you’re in a group of four, the taxi can be a good deal
from the airport - it should be around 15 euros. However,
there have been instances of taxi drivers jacking up the
prices for tourists. This is highly illegal. The best way to
avoid it is to make sure the drivers run the taxi meter, and
if they decide to charge a high price demand a detailed
receipt.

map

plan your journey
Our hostels are at the Baixa-Chiado metro stop, where
the blue line and the green line intersect. If you have any
questions about getting around the city and making your
way between the transport hubs just ask at the reception.
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settling in

welcome to
the neighbourhood
You’ll be staying in the Baixa Pombalina, the original
centre of Portuguese trade during the discoveries era and
a suburb which was rebuilt on a grand scale after the 1755
earthquake. To avoid getting lost it’s important to note the
location of the Tejo river (called Tagus in English). If you’re
ever lost, by following the river you can make your way to
the Praça de Comércio (also called Terreiro do Paço), the
main riverside square. From there it’s a short stroll up Rua
Augusta before you’ll find our streets.
To the west of the hostel, up the hill, you’ll find the Bairro
Alto. This is the main nightlife spot in the city. Every night
of the week you’ll find lots of bars open and people drinking on the street. To the east of the hostel are the historic
areas of Castelo and Alfama. During the day it’s great to
bring your camera and enjoy getting lost in the picturesque streets.
On the next few pages you’ll find information about our
activities and our favourite spots to eat, drink and hang
out around the city. If you have any trouble finding them
just let us know.
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our
dinners

eat like the
portuguese do
If you want to meet some of the other people at the hostel
while enjoying great Portuguese food, you should definitely join our nightly dinners. Both of our hostels have
local trained chefs working every night to put on a three
course meal for the guests. That´s soup, a main dish,
dessert, as well as salad, bread and several glasses of red
wine. And it´s cheaper than anything comparable that you
can get outside of the hostel. You can check on the
chalkboard near the kitchen for tonight´s menu. Just try
to reserve before 6pm to ensure you get a seat at the
table - they sell out fast.
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our seasonal
activities
explore the city
with us

Lisbon is definitely not a city you can see in a day, or even
a week if you want to go beyond the tourist hotspots. But
having a local show you around gives you a big head start
and a different perspective from what you would normally
get on your own.
While you’re staying with us make sure you don’t miss the
special tours and activities we put on, many of which are
free. Check at the reception for the details.

walking tours

rent our bikes

sintra tours

fado nights

There is a huge wealth of fascinating history and gastronomical delights within a short stroll of the hostel, and our
knowledgeable guides will quickly fill your day with things
to see and do. These tours are based on tips, so it’s up to
you to decide what it’s worth.

Sintra is a village about a 30 minute drive from Lisbon. It
was the place where Portugal’s elite class went for holidays and competed against each other to build the most
extravagant mansions they could afford. It’s a must visit.
Join us for a van tour around Sintra and to the neighbouring areas, many of which are tough to get to without a car.
Check at the reception for prices and to find out when the
next tour is departing.

One of the nicest things to do in Lisbon is ride a bike
along the riverside to the history-rich neighbourhood of
Belém and enjoy one of the famous “pastéis de belém”
(Portuguese custard tarts). We offer half-day and full day
deals to rent bikes, along with maps to make the most of
your adventure.

The one sentence that seems to always go hand in hand
with Fado is “it’s depressing”. But don’t let that discourage
you from checking it out. It’s the Portuguese version of the
blues! We organise tours to some of the most traditional
bars in town.

pub crawls

Need help navigating the maze of bars in the Bairro Alto
and Cais do Sodré? We love showing guests our favourite
watering holes. Check at the reception to find out when
we’re heading out.
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top 10
attractions
the things you
shouldn’t miss
eat a pastel
de belém
Rent a bike or catch tram number 15 from Praça do
Comércio to get to the suburb of Belém, where you’ll see
the cafe that invented Portuguese tarts - called Pastéis de
Belém. They’re still warm when you get them and dusted
with cinnamon and sugar. One won’t be enough!
See on Google Maps

take a ride on
tram 28
Inaugurated in 1914, the tram 28 takes you on a ride back
in time through medieval streets and past some of the
city’s most popular attractions, like the Castle, Alfama and
the Graça viewpoint. Make sure you watch your wallets,
pickpockets might be on board.

bar hop in
bairro alto
Climb up the hill to visit Lisbon’s nightlife mecca, where
there are close to 100 bars to explore in a labyrinth of
cobblestone streets. In the summer most people avoid the
inside of the bars and instead take their drinks outside for
a street party.
See on Google Maps

explore sintra
Just a 30 minute train ride from Lisbon’s city centre, this
historical town looks like something out of a fairytale. Don’t
miss the Quinta da Regaleira, with its beautiful gardens
and Indiana Jones-style secret passageways.
See on Google Maps

listen to live fado
Fado, which means “fate”, is the traditional music of Portugal. The songs are often sad, but don’t let it discourage
you from checking it out. The classic fado bars are small
and atmospheric, and experiencing it first-hand can be
incredibly moving.
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see the oceanário
Opened for the 1998 World Expo, Lisbon’s Oceanário is
one of the best aquariums in the world. It boasts a massive
collection of 500 different species (including otters, sharks
and giant turtles) in 7.5 million litres of water.
See on Google Maps

drink a ginjinha
Invented by a friar at Santo António church in 1840,

Ginjinha has since become the typical drink of the city.
It’s made with ginja berries (morello cherries), sugar and
Portuguese brandy. Get one at A Ginjinha on the corner of
Rossio square.
See on Google Maps

get lost in alfama

get a bifana
and a mini
If you want to feel like a real Lisbon local, hop into a cafe
or bar and order a pork sandwich and an ice-cold “mini”
beer to wash it down. It’s a cheap, greasy pit stop that’s
undeniably Portuguese.
Check our Bifanas and Burgers page

go market
scavenging
Lisbon is home to the “Feira da Ladra” (thieves’ market). It

runs every Tuesday and Saturday. Throughout the week
there are other markets around the city selling everything
from vintage clothing to codfish. Check at the reception
for more info.

Despite being mostly destroyed in the 1755 earthquake,
the city’s oldest neighbourhood still retains its medieval
street plan. Start at Portas do Sol viewpoint and then
wander through the tiny cobblestone alleys until you get
to the river.
See on Google Maps
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top 5
viewpoints
bring a bottle
of wine and enjoy
the sunset
miradouro
de santa catarina
Known to the locals as “Adamastor”, this newly-refurbished
viewpoint offers a full 180 degree panorama of the Tejo
river. It gets busy around sunset as groups of young
people gather with one litre bottles of beer (called litrosas)
and cups to share it around.
See on Google Maps

miradouro da graça
Catch tram 28 to the neighbourhood of Graça to enjoy
this spectacular viewpoint, offering almost the same views
as the castle but for free. You could bring some wine and
hang out near the church or just take a seat at the relatively low-priced cafe.
See on Google Maps

miradouro de são
pedro de alcântara
This viewpoint, in the Bairro Alto, overlooks the Baixa
district of Lisbon with a view towards the castle. In the
evenings you’ll often see young people having a few predrinks here before going out.
See on Google Maps

miradouro
da nossa senhora
do monte
This one is practically the Mount Everest of Lisbon, but if
you’re up for an adventure it’s worth it - the highest viewpoint in the city also offers its best views. Bring supplies,
there’s no cafe up there.
See on Google Maps

miradouro
do cristo rei
To get to this far-flung viewpoint you have to get a ferry
from Cais do Sodré to Cacilhas, and then a bus up to the
Christ Statue. There is an admission fee to get to the top.
It’s a unique look at the city from an angle most tourists
don’t see.
See on Google Maps
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restaurants

marcelino pão
e vinho

cervejaria ramiro

This Portuguese “tapas” restaurant (we call them petiscos)
in Alfama serves lots of different tasty local dishes coupled
with good wine to wash it down. It’s very small - only three
tables inside - so you might have to wait a bit. It’s great for
a light lunch.
See on Google Maps

our staff favourites

This place isn’t cheap, but if you’re looking for the freshest
and tastiest Portuguese seafood around this is definitely
the place to go. Get there at about 6.45pm to avoid massive queues. Order the tiger prawns, clams (ameijôas) and
sapateira crab.
See on Google Maps

jardim das cerejas
bom jardim

If you’re a vegetarian or vegan you’ll enjoy the Indianstyle self-service buffet at this simple little restaurant just
around the corner from the hostel in Chiado. It’s quite
cheap as well, especially during the lunchtime service.
See on Google Maps

Looking for a place that specialises in Portuguese piri piri
chicken? Believe it or not, there are far more of these restaurants outside of Portugal than within. But Bom Jardim,
located in Restauradores, does an excellent job at keeping
it authentic.
See on Google Maps

casa da índia
Despite its name, it’s not an Indian restaurant - instead it’s
a reference to Portugal’s international authority during the
discoveries era. They serve up a good selection of typical
grilled Portuguese food at a nice price. Great for a simple
non-touristic meal.
See on Google Maps

Note: These are just a few of our favorites, make sure you ask at
reception so we can offer you the latest advice on restaurants,
bars and cafes to best suit your tastes.
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bars

where to start
the night

tasca do chico
There are two Tasca do Chico bars - one in Alfama and
one in Bairro Alto, and they operate on different nights. If
you want to listen to Fado, this is the place. It’s traditional
and cheap.
See on Google Maps (for Mon, Tue, Wed)
See on Google Maps (for the rest of the week)

park
This new terrace bar above a parking lot on Calçada do
Combro can be a bit hard to find, but it’s worth it - both
for the hidden view over Santa Catarina, and the great
Alentejo-style hamburgers with hand-cut fries. It’s open
until 2am and gets very busy around sunset.
See on Google Maps

viking
From the boxed-in DJ booth to the mirrored walls, this bar
is stuck in a 80s time warp - and it’s glorious. Try to get
there for the 3am “surprise” show when the place packs
out. Get close to the stage, but not too close!
See on Google Maps

lounge bar
Down the hill from the Bairro Alto at a former garage in a
small one-way street you’ll find one of our favourite places
to see concerts, have a few late night drinks and party. It
usually starts getting busy after 2am.
See on Google Maps

pensão amor
This beautifully decorated bar, in Lisbon’s former red light
district Cais do Sodré, is a trendy tribute to the sleazy past
of the area. You’ll find several raunchy surprises within its
rooms. The cocktails are expensive but great quality.
See on Google Maps
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nightclubs
where to end
the night

music box
While small, this club is the biggest in Cais do Sodré, and is
popular among locals and tourists alike. They host a wide
variety of live acts - from rock to gangster rap - so take
a look online before you go to make sure it’s something
you’re into. Entry is usually between 6 and 9 Euros.
See on Google Maps

lux
It’s the most-talked about club in Lisbon - two dance
floors, a rooftop terrace and a generally great line-up of
DJs. The best time to get there is about 2am, and try not
to be too messy at the door to make sure you get inside.
See on Google Maps

urban beach
For those of you looking to dance to Rihanna and the Top
40, this is the spot to be. Early in the week the beautiful
waterfront club hosts student nights and gets absolutely
packed with teenagers.
See on Google Maps

zero
This fairly new club isn’t much more than a big empty
room but the sound system is powerful and some of
Europe’s biggest DJs have been playing there. Like most
clubs in Lisbon, get there after 2am for the best party.
See on Google Maps

ministerium

Note: Some of these clubs don’t operate all year. Check with us
or online to find out.

This two-storey club in Praça do Comércio, the square
down at the river, making it the closest club to the hostel.
They host a lot of hard techno nights. Check the line-up
online to pick the best night to go.
See on Google Maps
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bifanas
and
burgers

povo

o trevo

casa beira gare

This classy little bar in the Cais do Sodré district has regular Fado concerts and also serves up a delicious “prego”
- a typical Portuguese steak sandwich - with special sauce
from the south of Portugal.
See on Google Maps

lisbon’s best heart
stoppers
This is the spot where US chef Anthony Bourdain went
when he visited Lisbon for his show “No Reservations”.
The bifana is greasy, cheap and an absolute classic. Best
eaten with a draft beer (order the beer the right way by
asking for an “imperial”).
See on Google Maps

In a corner of Rossio Square, right outside Rossio Station, this place dishes out a huge selection of Portuguese
savoury pastries. Try the “coxinha” and the “pastel de
bacalhau” and make sure you follow it up with a bifana.
See on Google Maps

portugália
This spot, down along the Tejo river, is a bit more expensive than the others but you get what you pay for. Have a
bifana with the house sauce, or kick things up a notch with
a sirloin steak and a fried egg - called “bife da vazia”.
See on Google Maps

hamburgueria
do bairro
This new chain of gourmet hamburger restaurants is
quickly becoming famous throughout Lisbon. In addition
to the different varieties of meat and toppings, there are
also several tasty vegetarian options.
See on Google Maps
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chill out
cafes
kick back
with a coffee
noobai
Nestled in a corner of the Santa Catarina viewpoint, this
trendy café overlooks a sea of red rooftops and the Tejo
river below. Great for a brunch, a coffee or a few afternoon
beers. Check the blackboard for the daily specials.
See on Google Maps

lost in
Up near the São Pedro de Alcântara viewpoint is a cosy
brightly-coloured chill out spot called Lost In. The service
is usually very good and the sangria is delicious. But the
best part is the scenery - a bird’s eye view of the Baixa
district towards the castle.
See on Google Maps

fábulas
Just near the hostel, this cavernous café called Fábulas
(which means “fables” in English) feels suitably like something out of a fairy tale. There are plenty of comfortable
chairs to sink into and it’s very popular with students who
take advantage of the free wifi.
See on Google Maps

a outra face da lua
pois, café
Formerly a spice warehouse, this Austrian-style café, close
to the Sé Cathedral, is especially popular with expats.
They have good coffee, salads, sandwiches and soups.
Check their website for their weekly lunchtime schedule.
See on Google Maps

Part vintage shop, part café, this local hangout serves up
a range of exotic teas and also delicious salads. Sit either
inside or outside, and definitely have a look at some of the
wacky fashion on offer before you leave.
See on Google Maps
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museums
the city’s culture
hotspots

mude
Just around the corner from the hostel, this museum has
a collection of vintage furniture and clothing from the last
several decades, as well as special exhibitions showcasing
other fashion and design specialties. And best of all, it’s
free.
See on Google Maps

museu calouste
gulbenkian
Browse the legacy of oil magnate Calouste Gulbenkian,
who fled to Lisbon during World War 2. This museum
houses a stunning collection of Egyptian, Greek, Roman,
Islamic, Asian, and European art. There are also beautiful
gardens to kick back in.
See on Google Maps

museu nacional
do azulejo
Want to know more about the blue and white tiles on
the buildings around the city? Check out this museum,
located in the tile-covered Monastery of Madre de Deus.
Ask about their classes to learn how to make the tiles
yourself.
See on Google Maps

museu dos coches
Housed in the old horse riding arena of Belém Palace, this
museum contains one of the finest collections of historical
carriages in the world. Don’t miss the coach that was carrying King Carlos 1 when he and his son were assassinated
in 1908.
See on Google Maps

centro cultural
de belém
At a whopping 140,000 m², this is Portugal’s largest cultural centre, where you’ll find four big galleries of modern
art to browse. It’s close to all the main monuments and
sites in Belém and definitely worth a visit.
See on Google Maps
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dos and
don’ts

make the most
of your stay
do

don’t

Avoid paying to go up the Elevador da Santa Justa by
walking up the hill and using the bridge to get to the first
viewing platform for free.

Buy drugs on the street. If anyone comes up to you selling
something, it’s fake. Check our Drugs and Alcohol page
(LINK TO PAGE) for info.

Ride a bike to Belém. There is a fun path that hugs the
riverside and leads you straight to the Discoveries Monument.

Eat where the staff are holding menus and begging you
to come inside. There are plenty of better places we can
recommend.

Visit the Quinta da Regaleira in Sintra. The gardens of
the palace are full of secret passageways and lots of fun to
explore.

Make yourself an easy pickpocket target, especially on the
trams. A lot of wallet-snatching happens when entering or
exiting the car.

Bring a bottle of wine when visiting the Castelo de São
Jorge. It’s a big park with a great view - perfect for having
a little picnic.

Go swimming in the river. You can catch a train from Cais
do Sodré station to the beaches Carcavelos, Estoril or
Cascais.

Visit the São Domingos church. It was destroyed in the
1755 earthquake and again in a fire in 1959 and the inside
is still a bit of a disaster zone.

Go to Belém without tasting one of the delicious original
Portuguese custard tarts at the “Pastéis de Belém” bakery.

Hop on a ferry at Cais do Sodré and go to Cacilhas around
sunset. It’s a great view from the other side of the river and
it’s really cheap.
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alcohol
and drugs
know the law and
avoid trouble

It’s easy to get the wrong idea about Lisbon’s drug policy
if you’re visiting for the first time. While walking down the
main streets of the historic quarter it’s not uncommon
to be approached by shady characters trying to sell you
hashish, cocaine or other drugs. “Don’t worry, drugs are
legal in Portugal,” many of them will insist, waving plastic
baggies carrying cartoonishly-large amounts of brown
mush or white powder.
Of course it’s not really drugs in the bag - it’s usually dirt,
cleaning powders, glue or some other nasty - yet totally
legal - substance. It’s a scam aimed at tourists, and unfortunately due to the fact they aren’t holding actual drugs
the police haven’t cracked down on them yet.

Alcohol laws are a lot more relaxed. It is legal to drink on
the street here - provided you’re not extremely intoxicated
and causing a nuisance. Most bars will even offer a plastic
cup at the door so you can carry your drink out onto the
street with you.
The drinking age is 16 here, for beer and wine, and 18 for
hard liquor. Unless you look like a child the bars won’t ask
for ID, so leave your passports at the hostel.
If you have any other questions just ask us! It’s our goal to
make sure you have a safe and fun night out.

If one of these guys approaches you the best response
is to say no, look away and just keep walking. Engaging
in conversation will most likely just make them think they
have a chance at selling their garbage to you.
Until recently there were smart shops around Lisbon
which sold legal highs, many derivatives of common drugs
such as MDMA but marketed as “plant food”. Portugal
updated its drug policy in early 2013 to make selling such
substances highly illegal, and as a result many of these
shops have shut down.
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first portuguese
class

basic phrases for
beginners
Good morning - bom dia
Good afternoon - boa tarde
Good evening - boa noite
Thank you - obrigado or obrigada. (It depends on who
YOU are. If you’re a woman, you will always say Obrigada.
If you’re a man, you will always say Obrigado. It doesn’t
matter who you’re talking to.)
You’re welcome - de nada
Please - por favor
Yes/no - sim/não
Hi/Bye - olá/tchau
See you soon - até logo

Cool - fixe (pronounced ‘feesh’)
Do you make your own pastéis de nata? - fazes os teus
próprios pastéis de nata?
Do you support Sporting or Benfica? - és do Sporting ou
do Benfica? (these are Lisbon’s two main soccer teams, it’s
a good conversation starter!)

See you tomorrow - até amanhã

One beer, please! - uma imperial, se faz favor! (‘imperial’ is
slang for draft beer in Lisbon. Bottled beer is ‘cerveja’.)

See you shortly - até ja

Can I buy you a drink? - posso oferecer-te uma bebida?

Sorry - desculpe

You’re sweet like ginjinha - és doce como a ginjinha
(ginjinha is a typical cherry liqueur from Lisbon.. good luck
with this one!)

Excuse me - com licença
Let’s go - vamos
Do you speak English - fala inglês?

Can you give me your number? - dás-me o teu número
de telefone?

How do you say ___ in Portuguese? - Como se diz ____
em Português?

If you break my heart, I’ll just become a fado singer - se
partires o meu coração, torno-me um cantor de fado

How much? - quanto custa?

What are we going to name the child? - Como vamos
chamar a criança?

Can you help me please? - pode ajudar-me, por favor?
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f.a.q.

frequently asked
questions
Do you tip in Portugal?

No, it’s not common to tip here. But after enjoying a good
restaurant meal it’s a nice gesture to round up the bill
a few euros. The same goes for taxis, if the fare is really
cheap.

How do I get to Belém?

The quickest way is by catching tram number 15 from the
Praça do Comércio, the big square down at the river. You
can also ride one of our bikes there.

Can I book a taxi to the airport?

There’s no need to book because there are always lots of
them around the hostel. Just come to the reception about
10 minutes before you need to go and we’ll call one for you.

Can I get by speaking Spanish here?

You probably could, but it’s generally a better option to
speak English first and only use Spanish if you’re having
communication problems. The Portuguese are good at
spotting a non-native Spanish accent, and if they hear it
they might assume you don’t even know what country
you’re in!

Where can I listen to Fado?

You can either come with us on one of our regular tours, or
we can suggest a good bar to go to. One of the best is the
Tasca do Chico, because it’s cheap and features a lot of
different singers every night.

Can I park a car near the hostel?

It’s really expensive to park in the historic quarter of Lisbon. The cheapest secure place to leave your car nearby
is at Santa Apolónia train station, about a 20 minute walk
away or two metro stops. It’s less than ten euros for 24
hours.

What’s with all the smoking in bars
here?

While there are laws in place to ban smoking in bars, the
vast majority of establishments don’t enforce them. Be
aware that your clothes may stink after a night of partying!

Where can I get a dirty 4am kebab?

We’re sad to say that Lisbon’s post-party food scene is
scarce. There are strict labor laws that force restaurants
to close, so after 2am you’ll find very few places to eat. On
weekends there are late-night hamburger stands outside
the big nightclubs Lux, Urban Beach and around the
Docas area. If you’re not going to be around there, the best
plan is to prepare a bit of food before you go out and leave
it in our fridge.
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That’s it... for now! This is just the first edition of our guide,
and there’s a lot more we’re working on. Please let us know
if you have any feedback that could make it more useful.
Thanks again for choosing to stay with us, we hope you
have a great time in Lisbon.
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